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Abstract: Rett syndrome (RTT) is a neurodevelopmental disorder caused by mutations in the gene
encoding the methyl-CpG-binding protein 2 (MeCP2). Among many different roles, MeCP2 has a
high phenotypic impact during the different stages of brain development. Thus, it is essential to
intensively investigate the function of MeCP2, and its regulated targets, to better understand the
mechanisms of the disease and inspire the development of possible therapeutic strategies. Several
animal models have greatly contributed to these studies, but more recently human pluripotent stem
cells (hPSCs) have been providing a promising alternative for the study of RTT. The rapid evolution
in the field of hPSC culture allowed first the development of 2D-based neuronal differentiation
protocols, and more recently the generation of 3D human brain organoid models, a more complex
approach that better recapitulates human neurodevelopment in vitro. Modeling RTT using these
culture platforms, either with patient-specific human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) or
genetically-modified hPSCs, has certainly contributed to a better understanding of the onset of RTT
and the disease phenotype, ultimately allowing the development of high throughput drugs screening
tests for potential clinical translation. In this review, we first provide a brief summary of the main
neurological features of RTT and the impact of MeCP2 mutations in the neuropathophysiology of this
disease. Then, we provide a thorough revision of the more recent advances and future prospects of
RTT modeling with human neural cells derived from hPSCs, obtained using both 2D and organoids
culture systems, and its contribution for the current and future clinical trials for RTT.
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1. Introduction
Rett syndrome (RTT) is a neurodevelopmental disorder with higher incidence in
females, causing, in the majority of cases, mental retardation. The incidence ranges from
1:10,000–20,000 live births, with sporadic cases (9%) found in males [1]. The clinical features
start to be noticeable after 6 to 18 months of normal development after birth [2]. The
developmental regression includes several neuropathological features that compromise the
brain function, language and learning, motor disabilities, as well as repetitive stereotyped
hand movements, seizures and autistic behavior.
The causative gene has been identified in 90% of the cases as the one encoding
for the methyl-CpG binding protein 2 (MeCP2), located in the X chromosome [3]. The
MeCP2 gene has 4 exons, which are alternatively spliced and produce two transcripts,
MeCP2-E1 and MeCP2-E2 [4], as represented in Figure 1A. The molecular mechanism
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behind the impact of each MeCP2 mutation during brain development and function
still remains elusive. Nevertheless, it is known that the severity of the disease may be
influenced by the type and location of the each MeCP2 mutations. Around 90% of the
patients are diagnosed with a point mutation or small deletions in the MeCP2 gene (
http://mecp2.chw.edu.au/, http://www.biobank.unisi.it, http://www.MeCP2.org.uk/
(accessed at 10 March 2021)), causing the symptomatic heterogeneity observed in classical
RTT patients. For example, early-truncating mutations (such as R168X, R270X, R255X),
occurring in the methyl-CpG-binding domain (MBD) and in the transcriptional repression
domain (TRD), could eventually be responsible for the complete loss of MeCP2 function,
which is associated with a more severe phenotype [5] (Figure 1B). On the other hand,
late-truncating mutations in the C-terminal domain or in missense mutations (R133C,
R294X, R306C, T158M) may be less severe, as MeCP2 function is not completely abolished.
Several studies have reported genotype–phenotype correlations [6–8], which are essential
findings to understand the several mutation-specific MeCP2 molecular mechanisms. This is
crucial knowledge, as the design of a proper clinical trial and of an appropriate therapeutic
intervention must have in consideration the phenotypic variability associated with the
different mutations.
Despite the phenotypic variability caused by MeCP2 mutations, random X-chromosome
inactivation (XCI) is still the major cause of distinct phenotypic severities in RTT. In a
large number of cases, the resulting somatic mosaicism is defined by an equal number
of cells with active maternal or paternal X-chromosome, which results in normal and
mutant MeCP2 randomly distributed, for example within the brain [9]. However, the
X-chromosome inactivation is a very complex phenomenon, difficult to understand, since it
was also reported to occur skewed or randomly, and the mutant allele may have a paternal
or a maternal origin. Some studies which analyzed the inactivation pattern indicate that
the severity is often dependent on the percentage of inactivation verified on the paternally
derived X chromosome [10]. Other studies examined the XCI patterns in the regions that
are predominantly affected by RTT. By using samples from cortical brain tissue collected
from RTT patient autopsies, it was found that in some cases XCI was balanced in cortical
tissues, whereas in others XCI was randomly dispersed throughout the cortex [11] and
in the cerebellum [12]. Overall, the data are not conclusive in what concerns the XCIrelated severity, and other factors such as epigenetic-related mechanisms and mechanisms
associated with MeCP2-target genes may also contribute to the phenotypic heterogeneity
among different patients [8].
Considerable progress in understanding the mechanisms of RTT has been made
in recent years by conducting studies in animal models, the male homozygous mice
(MeCP2_/y) model being the most frequently used due to the early development of severe
phenotype and the inexistence of a mosaic pattern [13]. However, the clinical relevance
of the male mice model may be low due to the fact that it does not represent the features
of the female patients, the ones predominantly affected. During the past decade, the
motivation to use alternative models, which more accurately resemble the severity and the
features of RTT, has been growing. In this context, human in vitro cellular models, both
cultured in the format of 2D monolayer or as 3D aggregates, have been developed by using
human-induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) reprogrammed from RTT patient somatic
cells as the initial cell source.
In this review we will briefly summarize the several neurological characteristics of
RTT and the role of MeCP2 in RTT pathophysiology. As the main focus, we will cover the
most recent breakthroughs of RTT modeling using human in vitro cellular models obtained
by differentiating hPSCs, both hiPSCs or human embryonic stem cells (hESCs), and their
use for studying the molecular features of the disease, as well as their contribution to the
design of ongoing or future clinical trials.
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic view of the MeCP2 gene structure. The figure shows a representative structure of the four exons
that constitute the MeCP2 gene, and the respective isoform coding sequence for each MeCP2 proteins isoforms, MeCP2_E1
and MeCP2_E2. (B) Schematic representation of MeCP2 protein domains. Each domain is annotated with the more common
and frequent mutations found in the public database http://mecp2.chw.edu.au (accessed at 10 March 2021). On the upper
part are annotated the mutations associated with milder phenotypes, while in the bottom are mutations associated with
the more severe phenotypes of RTT. (C) Schematic view of the major roles of MeCP2. MeCP2 is capable of repressing or
activating the transcription of several target genes, recruiting co-repressors and co-activators. Some known co-repressors
are c-Ski, N-CoR/SMRT and mSIN3A. MeCP2 also represses the rate of RNA polymerase (Pol II) transcription initiation.
One known mechanism of MeCP2 gene activation is through direct binding to CREB1. MeCP2 also induces transcriptional
modifications by altering chromatin conformation and by promoting the formation of the chromatin loop.
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2. Rett Syndrome—The Pathophysiology
RTT was described for the first time by Dr. Andreas Rett, in 1966, upon observation
of two girls with stereotypic hand movements, impaired neural development and brain
atrophy [14]. Later, in 1999, Huda Zoghbi’s laboratory found that disease-causing mutations in MeCP2 were the main cause of RTT in patients, accounting for around 90% of the
cases, with the majority of them occurring due to de novo mutations [15]. The RTT-like
phenotype, associated with mutations in CDKL5 [16] and FOXG1 [17] genes, occurs in 10%
of the disease cases.
After a normal developmental stage, until 6–18 months of life, a subsequent regression
is observed in RTT patients, and a delay in development is the first phase of disease
symptomatology [2]. After a period of development stagnation, a rapid regression is
observed in the subsequent 4/5 years, which is characterized by the onset of additional
symptoms, such as ataxia, associated with a strong motor disability, and mental retardation.
A stationary/plateau phase follows that serious regression period, and with therapeutic
intervention, some patients are able to regain some abilities [18,19]. However, depending
on the severity, it is also possible that in the last phase of the disease some patients develop
respiratory difficulties, abnormal sleeping, scoliosis [20], cardiac dysrhythmias and, over
time, motor deterioration and neurodegenerative associated problems, like Parkinsonrelated dysfunction [21]. Due to the severity of the symptoms, the life span of patients may
be decreased, with sudden deaths being reported [22]. However, with proper clinical care,
around 70% of patients are able to reach the age of 50 [22]. Still, the central nervous system
has been reported to be the main affected area of the patient’s body, first detected by the
deceleration of head growth in the majority of patients [23]. Likewise, previous studies
reported a reduced volume of the cerebellum and cerebral cortex of RTT patients [24].
As noted above, the clinical severity of the RTT phenotype can dramatically vary
between patients. For example, the incidence of seizures, which usually occurs around
4 years of age, is present in around 80% of the cases, being reported more frequently in
patients with early-onset and more severe phenotype of RTT [25,26]. For example, missense
mutations are associated with early onset and severe epileptic phenotype [27]. In association with RTT mutations, it was observed the influence of brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF) polymorphism, which is mediated by MeCP2 (see the following sections for a more
complete review), in increasing the risk and severity of seizures [28]. Moreover, early onset
of epilepsy and daily occurrence were demonstrated to represent a higher risk for suffering
from drug resistance, whereas 20–40% of patients become refractory to treatment [29,30].
This rare monogenic disease is also one of the most common causes for intellectual
disability in females. However, male patients have also been identified with RTT [1].
Sporadic cases of RTT in males, mostly caused by MeCP2 genetic point mutations (with
a few cases of FOXG1 or CDKL5 mutations also being reported), have been observed to
exhibit neonatal encephalopathy and severe intellectual impairment, with death occurring
in infancy [31–33]. Similarly to females, the mutation type and its location in the gene
exerts a significant influence in determining the disease severity [33]. In addition to MeCP2
mutations, abnormal karyotypes have also been associated with RTT male cases, such
as the Klinefelter syndrome (47, deXXY) [34] or even somatic mosaicism [32,35]. The
cases of non-fatal occurrence in RTT males, or the mild features observed within the male
MeCP2 mutations, could be explained by several mechanisms. One hypothesis is the
occurrence of somatic mosaicism without any karyotype alteration [32]. Other possible
explanations may rely on the occurrence of de novo spot mutations compatible with adult
life, which have been never observed in RTT females [36], or the occurrence of MeCP2
gene duplication [37]. MeCP2 duplication is also considered a clinical neurodevelopmental
syndrome, resulting in a genotype–phenotype correlation, causing severe features such
as mental retardation [38,39]. MeCP2 duplication is more frequently detected in males
than in females, being the female dosage alleviated by the phenomenon of XCI. Therefore,
clarifying the consequences of different MeCP2 levels in the manifestation of the disease
must be a step forward into the clinical treatment of RTT.
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The two utmost MeCP2 alterations, MeCP2-knockout (KO) and MeCP2 duplication,
have been extensively modelled in both mouse models [40] and cellular models [41]. Such
studies have displayed a huge amount of information concerning the role of MeCP2 in
several neurodevelopmental mechanisms and consequently the associated neurological
features of the disease. However, the development of models capable of mimicking all
the aforementioned aspects of RTT, particularly XCI inactivation, MeCP2 levels, mutationtype, and others, in a patient-specific manner, have greatly increased in interest. These
humanized models improve the understanding of MeCP2-related disease mechanisms and
ultimately contribute to the development of novel therapeutic approaches for RTT.
3. An Overview of MECP2 Role as a Transcriptional Regulator
MeCP2 has been proved essential during brain development and function, influencing neuronal differentiation, maturation and synaptic plasticity. The wide symptomatic
variability observed in RTT may also be affected by variations in the expression of other
genes that are regulated by MeCP2. Depending on the circumstances, MeCP2 can act as an
activator or as an inhibitor of gene expression. Several studies have been focusing on the
mechanisms behind the role of MeCP2 as a transcriptional regulator, and the most recent
findings have been extensively reviewed elsewhere [42–47].
The transcriptional modulator role of MeCP2 is complex since it shows distinct binding
sites and patterns depending on the neurodevelopmental and adulthood stage. MeCP2
mutations and time-variations observed in epigenetic regulation of gene expression may
contribute to the delayed onset of RTT symptoms and consequently to the phenotypic
severity and variability observed.
MeCP2 is composed of multiple domains, including the N-terminal domain (NTD),
the methyl-CpG-binding domain (MBD), the intervening domain (ID), the transcriptional
repression domain (TRD), the nuclear co-repressor (NCOR)-silencing mediator of retinoic
acid and thyroid hormone receptor (SMRT) interacting domain (NID), located within the
TRD, and the C-terminal domain (CTD) [48,49] (Figure 1B).
The most relevant domains are the MBD and TRD, since they are associated with DNA
binding and transcriptional repression, being the most frequent mutations associated to the
disease located within these domains. MeCP2-mediated transcriptional repression is due to
the interaction of MeCP2 with methylated DNA, mainly at CG and CA dinucleotides [50].
Studies have shown that MeCP2 directly binds co-repressors such as c-Ski, N-CoR/SMRT
and mSIN3A [49–52]. The histone deacetylases (HDAC) are recruited to the methyl-CpG
regions to promote the suppression of transcription (Figure 1C). Several studies have been
focusing on the mechanism of MeCP2 regulation of transcriptional repression. Recent
experiments showed that MeCP2 represses nascent RNA transcription, by interacting
with the NCoR co-repressor complex [53]. MeCP2 was observed to act in the starting
sites of transcription, limiting the synthesis of mRNAs by repressing the rate of RNA
polymerase (Pol II) transcription initiation, mostly for the highly methylated long genes
present in the brain (Figure 1C). Additionally, MeCP2 levels are significantly increased
in the adult brain, being also observed to have high affinity for binding to methylated
cytosine (mC) at mCH dinucleotides (H = A, C, or T). The maturation and activity of
neurons are regulated by the non-CG DNA methylation pattern [54,55]. Thus, MeCP2
strongly contributes for the transcriptional regulation (e.g., BDNF) in the adult brain [50,54].
Chromatin immunoprecipitation-sequencing analysis (ChIP-seq) of MeCP2 demonstrated
its higher affinity for genes with increased density of mCA levels, and simultaneously,
MeCP2-KO neurons showed an upregulation of mCA enriched long genes [56]. Recently, it
was established that mCA patterns in neural cells are associated with chromatin folding
regions and MeCP2 often tends to bind to topologically associating domains (TADs) present
in those mCA sites [57]. The enhancer activity in the previous domains is repressed and
the target gene expression is deregulated.
An important research performed by Chahrour et al. identified MeCP2 not only as
a modulator of the transcriptional repression, but also as a transcriptional activator [58].
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The authors demonstrate this activation pattern by mass spectrometry analysis, showing that MeCP2 directly activates the cAMP response element-binding protein 1 (CREB1)
(Figure 1C), a major transcriptional activator [58], by associating with CREB1 at the promoter of an activated target, such as BDNF, SST, OPRK1, GAMT, GPRIN1 [58].
MeCP2 levels are also essential for the regulation of the 3D structure of neuronal
chromatin [59] (Figure 1C), since alterations within heterochromatin structure displayed
different phenotypic severities of RTT [60]. Moreover, a few studies have proved that
impaired MeCP2 was responsible for triggering stem cell senescence, which could be
implicated in an aberrant progenitor’s self-renewal, consequently exhausting, for example,
the neural stem cell pool or the capacity for bone remodeling [61,62].
As briefly reviewed in this section, MeCP2 presents a variety of different functions
and acts by several distinct mechanisms, which are dependent on the molecular context, as
shown in Figure 1C. Thus, the complexity found in RTT is not surprising. Nevertheless,
the majority of the studies described here were performed using null MeCP2 mouse
models, missing the recapitulation of mosaicism and the pattern associated to each MeCP2mutation. Despite the importance of such models for RTT research, ongoing and further
studies using advanced in vitro humanized brain models of RTT will certainly improve the
understanding of RTT mechanisms and RTT patient-specificity, in what concerns phenotype
variability and disease severity.
4. Modelling RTT with hiPSCs
As previously mentioned, during the past few decades, RTT has been studied in
transgenic animal models, such as mouse models. Mouse models are able to recapitulate
some features of human RTT, being in the last decade the major source of new findings
regarding RTT mechanisms and pathways. However, the translatability toward humans,
due to the milder phenotype observed in female patients, and the later onset of the disease
in rodent models is not clear [63]. Intact human brains/pos-mortem samples have also
been studied, providing important clues related to the gene expression profile associated to
the disease pathology [64]. Besides the difficulty in accessing these samples, they generally
represent end-points of RTT and they cannot be genetically manipulated or be used as
models for studying disease-associated mechanisms and functional studies, or even for
high-throughput drug screening. To overcome these limitations, the derivation of human
embryonic stem cells (hESCs) from blastocysts and the reprograming of human somatic
cells into hiPSCs have provided the most promising cell sources for generating in vitro
culture platforms for modeling RTT.
RTT patient-specific hiPSC lines, together with gene edited hiPSCs or hESCs, have
been intensively used to investigate the consequences and the phenotypic relevance of
the localization of each specific mutation across the different MeCP2 domains [65]. Furthermore, by efficiently correcting mutated MeCP2 using genome editing tools, such as
CRISPR/Cas9, it may be possible in the future to develop gene therapy strategies for
RTT [66]. Prior to phenotypic studies of RTT with hiPSCs-derived models, fundamental
research has been performed to understand the X-inactivation patterns upon hiPSC reprograming and during differentiation, which generate hiPSC-derived cultures with epigenetic
heterogeneity [67,68]. This knowledge contributed to a better understanding of the different patterns and the mosaicism phenomenon in patients and, importantly, it is currently
used for obtaining isogenic control hiPSC lines without any genomic manipulation [69].
RTT is a “multi-systemic” pathology, but the loss of MeCP2 specially impacts different
stages of brain development and function. Thus, neurological features associated with
RTT are the best documented and the ones raising more interest. It has been demonstrated
that RTT genetically modified hPSCs and RTT patient-specific hiPSCs, carrying specific
mutations and patient’s specific genetic backgrounds, are able to provide realistic in vitro
recapitulation of the neurodevelopmental process. Several methodologies have been
established to obtain 2D cultures of neural cells or, more recently, 3D cell aggregates
mimicking a brain-like structure (brain organoids) from hiPSCs. In the following sections
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we review the several in vitro models that have been used for studying RTT (2D and 3D
formats), and the most encouraging outcomes obtained from using these model systems.
4.1. 2D-Based Neuronal Differentiation Models
In the last decade, several groups have intensively modelled and studied RTT using
2D systems of differentiating hPSCs that recapitulate several aspects of both molecular
and functional RTT phenotypes. Moreover, hPSCs-derived 2D models have been used for
understanding the role of MeCP2 in human neurons, by directly altering neural function, or
by indirectly controlling other related-gene targets. Technological advances have improved
the amount and quality of the generated data, and more recently, by using high-resolution
quantitative analyses, it has been possible to study RTT alterations in terms of global
biological processes and the molecular mechanisms involved in the onset of the disease.
Finally, a great portion of these studies aimed to discover novel potential candidate drugs
through drug screening assays.
4.1.1. Evaluating Altered RTT Phenotype
Marchetto and colleagues were the first to generate a RTT hiPSCs-based model including four distinct MeCP2-associated mutations [70]. They started by producing embryoid
bodies (EBs), from which neural rosettes were manually collected, dissociated and replated, and then induced them to generate neural progenitors and undergo maturation
into neurons. Moreover, the authors observed that RTT-derived neurons exhibited impaired maturation, including the presence of fewer synapses, smaller soma size, altered
calcium signaling, functional defects in firing activity and excitatory/inhibitory (E/I) imbalance [70]. In a similar culture approach, neurons derived from a R294X-hiPSCs mutated
cell line were found to display a smaller nuclear size in RTT neurons [71]. Further studies
from other authors using neurons differentiated from mutant and biallelic RTT hiPSC lines
demonstrated lower levels of TUJ+ neurons and lower levels of sodium (Na+ ) channels,
when compared with control neuronal cultures [72].
The first study correlating MeCP2 mutations and the two protein isoforms, MeCP2_E1
and MeCP2_E2, was performed by Djuric and coworkers [73]. The study was conducted
using exon-deletion-isoform RTT hiPSC lines, and the respective isogenic control, upon 2D
differentiation into cortical neurons. The authors observed that mutant neurons exhibited a
decrease in soma size, reduced dendritic complexity and decreased cell capacitance. Interestingly, the phenotype was only rescued by transgene-induced expression of MeCP2_E1,
but not of MeCP2_E2. Moreover, the observed impaired maturation was due to defects
in action potential generation, exhibiting a smaller amplitude and a longer time course,
which could be molecularly related with a decrease in voltage-gated Na+ currents [73].
After these initial studies of RTT modelling using hiPSC lines, the rapid progress in
understanding the processes of neural lineage specification allowed the development of
more standardized, chemically defined, robust and reproducible methodologies for neural
differentiation of hPSCs. Consequently, dual-SMAD inhibition was used for neuroectodermal specification of hiPSCs and hiPSC-based RTT modeling [74]. Fernandes et al. derived
neurons from a female (R306X) RTT patient-specific hiPSC line, under 2D chemically defined conditions, using the dual-SMAD inhibition protocol and vitronectin as the adhesion
matrix. By employing this methodology, it was possible to generate TUJ1+ and MAP2+
neurons, which revealed alterations in the number of neuronal projections obtained in RTT
neurons [75].
4.1.2. Understanding MeCP20 s Molecular Functions
The search for potential MeCP2 molecular targets has also been pursued by modelling
RTT using hESCs and RTT hiPSC lines. For example, neurons derived from patient-specific
RTT hiPSC lines, carrying the R306C and 1155D32 mutations, were supplemented with
Choline, a precursor of membrane components [76]. Accordingly, Choline altered the lipid
profile of the membrane of RTT neurons, and consequently rescued neuronal soma size
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and synaptic input, by increasing the frequency of spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic
currents [76].
In another example of this type of studies, gene editing was used for the derivation of
MeCP2-KO hiPSCs or lines carrying the T158M and V247fs mutations. Upon differentiation
into forebrain neurons, these cells exhibited phenotypic alterations including a reduced
neuronal growth, a reduced dendritic complexity, and increased fragmentation and reduced
mitochondrial membrane potential [77]. Together, these observations were correlated with
reduced CREB levels, a transcription factor known to indirectly regulate MeCP2 levels, and
from which overexpression rescues the phenotype associated with RTT mutant neurons.
Moreover, the authors used a translational approach, by which the neuronal phenotype was
rescued by increasing the phosphorylation of CREB using the compound Rolipram [77].
Another role of MeCP2 as a molecular regulator was observed to occur with the cell
adhesion molecule L1. In fact, reduced expression of L1 was observed in RTT hiPSCsderived neural precursor cells, and correlated with decreased neuritogenesis [78].
The neuron-specific K+ -Cl− cotransporter 2 (KCC2) is a critical downstream gene
target of MeCP2, by inhibiting the RE1-silencing transcriptional factor (REST) [79]. Upon
neuronal differentiation of male RTT hiPSCs lines presenting the Q83X mutation, these
cells revealed deficits in KCC2 expression, linked with impaired GABA functional switch
from excitation to inhibition. This work suggested a possible therapeutic strategy for RTT
based on the KCC2 overexpression or insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) treatment, which
is known to interfere with a GABA functional switch [79]. Recently, a high-throughput
screening (HTS) approach using MeCP2-null RTT hESCs screened several small molecules
capable to increase KCC2 expression [80]. The most promising candidates were KW-2449,
an inhibitor of fms-like tyrosine kinase 3 (FLT3), and BIO, an inhibitor of the glycogen
synthase kinase 3 β (GSK3β) pathway. In fact, these small-molecules efficiently rescued
the GABA functional switch, excitatory synapses and E/I balance by increasing the proper
levels of KCC2, which regulates intracellular [Cl− ] in neurons [80].
As previously described, the over dosage of MeCP2 protein can also trigger RTT-like
symptoms. Interestingly, Nageshappa et al. studied hiPSCs-derived cortical neurons,
obtained from a patient with MECP2-duplication disorder, having observed an increased
synaptogenesis and dendritic arborization complexity, associated with increased levels of
the dendritic branching modulator CUX1, and also an altered network synchronization.
Moreover, by testing a library of compounds acting in epigenetic pathways, the authors
validated a potential clinical candidate for RTT treatment, the HCAD inhibitor NCH-51 [41].
4.1.3. High-Content Molecular Analysis of RTT Cells
High-content molecular analysis has also been used to define the molecular pathways
involved in RTT. Among these, transcriptomic and proteomic analysis provided valuable
insights regarding neurodevelopment, and have been recently used to characterize the
molecular signatures of RTT pathology. In this context, in one study, RTT neural progenitors
and neuronal cells derived from hiPSCs were used for bulk transcriptomic analysis. This
revealed a direct correlation between P53 induction and the dendritic branching defects
observed in RTT. Moreover, P53 targeted genes such as P21, GADD45, DDIT4, and DDB2,
were also observed to be upregulated in RTT neurons. Additionally, other cell-stress
pathways were observed to be upregulated in MECP2 null interneurons, particularly genes
associated with the senescence secretory program [81].
Another study accessed the transcriptomic profile of two different mutated hiPSCs
cell lines, R306C and T158M, contributing to add additional molecular insights [82].
Interestingly, these results indicated impairments in the circuit of GABAergic neurons,
more specifically correlated with an atypical reduction in acetylated α-tubulin, as a
consequence of Histone Deacetylase 6 (HDAC6) overexpression. Moreover, treatment
with ACY-1215, a HDAC6 inhibitor, was able to rescue the abnormal levels of HDAC6
in RTT cells.
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In order to assess the impact of MeCP2 mutations specifically in hiPSC-derived
interneurons (INs), a recent study employed a protocol for generating medial ganglionic
eminence (MGE) and functional INs [83]. It was possible to observe several phenotypic
differences between INs generated from MeCP2-R133C, a male hESC line carrying the
mutation R133C (C397T) induced by CRISPR-Cas9, and the respective isogenic control.
Particularly, INs from the RTT line displayed a decrease in neurite growth and a decreased
soma size. These cells also showed defects in electrophysiological properties, namely the
absence of discharging APs, a low degree of synchronization, and a lower amplitude in
spiking activity. At day 74 of differentiation, results from RNA sequencing of mature
RTT INs revealed an extensive dysregulation in gene expression, mainly related with
biological processes associated with axon/dendrite growth, synapse development and
ion channel activities that are calcium-related. The use of JQ1 (a thienotriazolodiazepine
that interferes with the epigenetic pathways, and whose primary target is bromodomain
4 (BRD4)) revealed promising results in rescuing the altered phenotype. Particularly,
an increase in the expression of genes involved in the regulation of neuronal structure
and function, for example, IGF1, KCC2, and mGlu7, was observed. As a result, the
mechanistic understanding of this response was revealed, since MeCP2 and BRD4 coregulate the transcription of common genes, and BRD4 binding levels were decreased
following treatment with JQ1, resulting in the normalization of gene expression in the RTT
mutant INs [83].
As another example, a spectrometry-based quantitative proteomic analysis was performed during neural differentiation of RTT hiPSCs, using the dual-SMAD inhibition
protocol [84]. The data revealed interesting alterations in proteins involved in several
signaling pathways, when compared with isogenic controls. These alterations were related with downregulation of proteins involved in synaptogenesis, dendritic morphology,
excitatory postsynaptic potential, histone acetylation, nervous system development and
forebrain development pathways, while upregulated proteins were shown to be involved in
insulin receptor signaling, cell–cell adhesion, acyl-CoA metabolic process, actin cytoskeleton organization, apoptosis, DNA repair, oxidation and metabolism-related pathways. This
proteomic analysis demonstrated strong evidence of molecular changes occurring early
during neurodevelopment, before the onset of RTT disease.
Another pioneering study also investigated the proteomic profile of the exosomes
present in the conditioned medium of MeCP2 loss-of-function neurons derived from
hiPSCs [85]. Notably, neurodevelopmental signaling proteins, mainly associated with
neuronal maturation, axonal guidance and synaptogenesis, were upregulated in the
isogenic control-derived exosomes, when compared with the RTT ones. Interestingly,
upon culture of RTT neurons with control exosomes, the authors observed increased
puncta densities (Synapsin1 staining) and increasing synaptogenesis, whereas spike
recordings revealed an improvement in neuronal activity with higher network synchronization.
Overall, these studies demonstrated that 2D based hiPSCs-derived neuronal models
are a powerful tool to reveal the mechanisms associated with different MeCP2 mutations
and consequently different protein levels [86]. Despite the fact that these models are still
considered very simplistic, together they had a tremendous impact since they allowed the
understanding of structural, molecular and physiological RTT-related phenotypes during
early developmental stages of the disease (Figures 2–4). Importantly, it was possible to
observe aspects that are common to the different RTT mutations and genders, and also to
access specific phenotypic characteristics of different RTT conditions.
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Figure 2. Schematic view of neuronal morphology-related alterations observed in 2D and 3D models of RTT derived from
hiPSCs. Neuronal structures, such as synapses, dendrites, neuronal projections, mitochondria, and some cortical layers
have been observed to be altered in RTT. Highlighted in this figure are the alterations in the cell migration process and
organoid size, as well as smaller cell soma size, altered dendrites and smaller neuronal projections of neuronal cells.

4.2. 3D Brain Models
Modelling of RTT has also been recently achieved using 3D models of the human
brain, firstly by using scaffold-based 3D models and more recently through the use of
brain organoids. Recent advances combining stem cell biology and engineering made
possible the generation of brain organoids. These 3D cellular structures, formed by selfassembling of hundreds of thousands to millions of cells, attempt to mimic the complex
architecture and function of the brain. Brain organoids derived from hiPSCs have been
making a huge impact in biomedicine by providing a better understanding of human
brain development and circuit formation, and consequently the associated disorders [87].
In the initial approaches for generation of brain organoids, these 3D structures were
generated from neurospheres [88] or embryoid bodies (EB) [89], without any major external
interference, and were composed of a very heterogeneous variety of cell lineages. More
recently, however, region-specific brain organoids have been generated using guided
approaches relying on the use of specific small molecules and growth factors throughout
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the differentiation process [90–92]. In this section, we will review the recent breakthroughs
in the study of RTT-associated phenotypes, and the respective mechanisms, using hiPSCderived 3D brain models with a major emphasis on 3D brain organoids.

Figure 3. Schematic view of functional alterations observed in 2D and 3D cultures of RTT derived from hiPSCs. Similar
functional alterations have been observed in 2D and 3D RTT models, mainly the deficits related with action potential
(APs) generation and deficits in calcium signaling. Both synaptogenesis and spine shape alterations revealed the typical
immature functionality observed in RTT cellular systems. Examples of functional neuronal deficits highlighted are the
availability/functionality of ion channels and deficits in neurotransmitters and dendritic spines.
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Figure 4. Schematic view of RTT-associated molecular alterations observed in both 2D and 3D cultures of brain cells derived
from hiPSCs. Genes related with both GABAergic interneurons (DLX1) and glutamatergic cortical neurons (VGLUT, TBR1)
have been observed to have altered expression in RTT models. Additionally, alterations in molecules associated with cell
stress and apoptosis, and involved in synaptic function are also highlighted. The schematic view highlights the differences
in cortical layer structures, mainly the increase in the thickness of the cortical plate (CP) and the absence/decrease of
intermediate progenitors (IPs) in the subventricular zone (SVZ), laying adjacent to the ventricular zone (VZ).

4.2.1. Scaffold-Based 3D Models
A pioneering 3D culture system used for studying RTT consisted in a layered hydrogel,
a cross-linkable methacrylate-modified hyaluronic acid [93]. This soft matrix was shown to
recreate the 3D environment, increasing cell-to-cell interactions and promoting neuronal
maturation, due to the material properties that mimic the extracellular matrix (ECM)
composition. This scaffold allowed a more refined spatial control over cell location, and
also the detailed observation at the single cell level, proving to be an advantageous system
for the study of the neuronal migration process. By using NPCs derived from distinct
male hiPSCs lines, specifically with the Q83X and the N126I mutations, it was possible to
observe delayed migration of RTT astrocytes and neurons, when compared with control
cells. These results indicate intrinsic impairments in RTT NPC migration, and consequently,
after maturation, defects in neurite outgrowth and lower synapse punts were observed in
RTT neurons.
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Later on, a distinct 3D system was employed for studying the effect of electrical
stimulation in neuronal maturation of RTT hiPSCs-derived NPCs [94]. The study used
a conductive 3D graphene scaffold, recreating the 3D environment and simultaneously
allowing electrical stimulation of RTT NPCs. When stimulated during early neuronal
maturation, RTT neurons showed increased levels of TUJ1 and DCX and enriched soma
size, indicating possible improvement in the RTT phenotype at the initial stage of neuronal
maturation.
The aforementioned systems allowed the recreation of in vivo environmental conditions to a degree that could not be attained in standard 2D culture, mainly by promoting
complex cell–cell interactions, or by mimicking physical stimuli particular to the brain. The
use of 3D platforms thus creates more realistic spatial distribution and organization of neural networks in vitro. Therefore, these systems make possible the study of cell migration,
the screening of chemical factors, and the evaluation of physical stimulus in 3D settings,
and will result in responses that are closer to the ones observed in vivo, when compared
with the 2D monolayer culture.
4.2.2. 3D Brain Organoids
The first study describing a 3D in vitro organoid model of RTT derived from hiPSCs
was performed by Mellios and colleagues [95]. In this report, the authors used an RTT
hiPSC line carrying a single nucleotide substitution (missense mutation, 316C > T) in the
MDB domain, a RTT hiPSC line carrying a single nucleotide deletion (frameshift 705delG)
in the TRD domain, and neural progenitors derived from hiPSCs harboring a MeCP2
shRNA insert (shMeCP2), which resulted in significant reduction in MeCP2 expression.
This seminal study used for the first time a 3D organoid model to test whether MeCP2
could have a regulatory impact during neurogenesis and further neuronal differentiation.
hiPSC lines were first induced towards the neuroectoderm by following the dual-SMAD
inhibition protocol. After 5 weeks of differentiation, brain organoids derived from the RTT
cell lines revealed an increased ventricular area, with decreased ventricle wall thickness,
suggesting an increased number of neural progenitors (NPs) when compared with the
isogenic control. Moreover, the dendritic marker MAP2 and the early neuronal marker DCX
were observed to be reduced at both protein and mRNA expression levels in RTT organoids,
while PAX6, an NP marker, was enriched in the RTT-derived neural cells. More importantly,
the authors also observed reduced cell migration distances for the RTT organoids, with
cells mostly remaining in the PAX6+ proliferative/ventricular zone. Importantly, these
observations were only possible due to the use of the 3D organoid system, which allowed
the recapitulation and visualization of distinct self-organizing cell layers reminiscent of
in vivo development of the human cortex. Moreover, in this pioneering work a reduced
expression of the interneuron specification factor DLX1 was also observed. Additionally,
the GABAergic interneuron marker somatostatin (STT) was also found to be reduced
in RTT organoids. The authors concluded that RTT organoids showed impairments in
neurogenesis and reduced dendritic complexity. Simultaneously, this RTT organoid model
exhibited two up-regulated microRNAs, miR-199 and miR-214, which have an indirect
role in the regulation of the ERK and AKT signaling pathways, and subsequently, in
the neuronal differentiation process. This indicates that MeCP2 mutations may have a
strong impact on miRNA-mediated pathways, which then impact neurogenesis and neural
differentiation [95].
In a more recent work, other authors have also used a protocol for the generation of
cortical organoids exhibiting two cortical regions, the MGE and the cortex, which mostly
comprise GABAergic and glutamatergic neurons, respectively [83]. In this report, the
authors used cortical organoids to screen the effect of the JQ1 compound. Results from
single-cell RNA sequencing revealed that MeCP2-R133C region-specific organoids significantly decreased the number of dysregulated genes in both neurons and glia population,
after the treatment with JQ1. Moreover, RTT organoids from the MGE region demonstrated up-regulation of genes related with forebrain development, GABAergic interneuron
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differentiation, and neuronal fate commitment, while in RTT cortical organoids, the JQ1
treatment improved the transcription of genes related with synaptic transmission. In
fact, several clusters of different populations were analyzed, revealing, for example, that
neuronal cells from RTT organoids restored the aberrant upregulation of two transcription
factors, MEF2C and NEUROD2, after treatment with the drug. On the other hand, glial
cells from WT-MGE organoids showed a decreased expression of transcription factors
controlling immature oligodendrocytes (OL), OLIG2 and MBP, that were upregulated in
the MeCP2-R133C organoids [83]. Overall, with the use of this RTT brain organoid model,
it was possible to study in detail the role of MeCP2 as a transcriptional regulator in the
different neural populations, over different time-points of development and across different
regions of the organoids.
Finally, we have also engineered brain organoids from hiPSCs lines to recapitulate
both ventral and dorsal sub-regions of the forebrain, and model RTT during neuronal
development and maturation [96]. hiPSCs for organoid generation were derived from
one female donor carrying the R255X mutation, and one male donor carrying the Q83X
mutation. Our data revealed a premature development of the cortical subplate in the dorsal
forebrain organoids developed from the female RTT hiPSC line, which was associated
with an increase in the thickness of the neuronal layer and an increased expression of
TBR1, a glutamatergic post-mitotic neuronal marker. The data also revealed a decrease in
cell proliferation associated with the downregulation/absence of TBR2, an intermediate
progenitor marker, a decreased expression of PAX6 mRNA and a lower number of HOPX
oRG cells in these organoids. The previous results were consistently observed for the R255X
organoids but not for the Q83X organoids, which indicates that this brain organoid model
is able to highlight mutation-dependent alterations in the phenotype of RTT. Moreover,
and in agreement with previously reviewed studies, the R255X dorsal organoids also revealed impairments in calcium signaling and electrophysiology analysis, with abortive-like
APs, decreased AP amplitude, reduced AP velocity and absence of spontaneous synaptic
transmission. In addition, the RTT dorsal neurons generated in 3D organoids, revealed a
reduction in the number of mushroom and stubby shaped spines, decreased synaptogenesis and also a decrease in VGLUT1 puncta density, a specific protein of glutamatergic
neurons. Furthermore, for RTT female ventral organoids, it was possible to observe a
decrease of DCX expression, a marker for immature migratory interneurons. We next
evaluated possible migratory impairments, a phenomenon that can be better visualized
using 3D culture systems, by fusing dorsal and ventral forebrain organoids. Upon fusion,
and by following the migration of GFP+ cells from the ventral to the dorsal side, it was
possible to observe impairments in RTT GFP+ interneuron’s migration, with these cells
migrating shorter distances than healthy GFP+ cells from healthy-control fused organoids.
Recent developments in the field of brain organoids have also revealed the enormous
potential of this technology for personalized diagnosis and drug screening. This was the
objective of Trujillo and coworkers that evaluated the effects of different pharmacological
compounds in cortical organoids derived from MECP2-KO hiPSCs [88]. The 14 different
drugs that were tested were first screened in 2D monolayer neuronal cultures. Based on
the synaptic and neurotransmission impairments revealed by the 2D model, mainly in
glutamatergic and cholinergic deregulation, and based on the hits obtained from the drug
screening, two compounds, Nefiracetam, a cholinergic, GABAergic, and glutamatergic
agonist, and PHA 543613, a α7-nAChR agonist with proven neuroprotective effects, were
selected for further studies. After this initial screen, the authors proceeded to the use
of more complex 3D brain models. They first used a neurosphere model, containing a
50/50 mixture of healthy and MeCP2-KO NPs to better mimic the mosaicism observed
in female patients. After treatment with the selected compounds, the authors observed
improvements in calcium transient frequency. Then, a more complex 3D system using
MeCP2-KO cortical organoids was used. It was found that RTT organoids displayed
smaller diameters when compared with the isogenic control. However, after 3 months of
culture and 1 month of drug exposure, RTT organoids were found to increase in diameter.
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Moreover, RNA-seq analysis showed improvement in the expression of genes involved in
synaptic function, namely neurotransmitter markers, and also an increase in neuronal spinelike protrusions, upon drug treatment. To confirm these results, functional analysis using
MEA electrophysiology showed an increase in the spiking population for the RTT organoids
upon drug treatment. Overall, this study revealed two promising drug candidates for
future RTT clinical trials.
Overall, it is that modeling RTT with 3D brain organoid models generated from
patient-specific hiPSCs and their isogenic controls, may deliver a robust understanding of
patient-specific disease onset during early stages of neuronal development (Figures 2–4). In
addition to the studies highlighted here, there is increasing interest in the development of
other region-specific brain organoids, namely midbrain, hindbrain, cerebellum, hippocampus and others, to evaluate how MeCP2 mutations affect other brain regions. Furthermore,
these multiple organoid systems may also be useful for the development of personalized
therapeutics and drug screening.
5. Future Clinical Translation of hPSC Technology in RTT
The use of hPSCs as a unique platform or combined with animal models for RTT
preclinical trials is still far from being a reality. However, as we highlighted in previous
sections, several hPSC-derived RTT models have been providing promising results in this
field. Several drugs and the respective mechanisms of action have been studied using
both hPSC-based models and animal models, which has already impacted the design of
ongoing clinical trials. For example, IGF-1, which is required for proper brain development,
has been tested in hiPSCs and hESC-derived neurons with several MeCP2-mutations.
Interestingly, in these human RTT models, IGF-1 treatment was observed to increase the
number of glutamatergic synapses [70], to rescue the soma size and dendritic complexity
deficits, through the induction of AKT/mTOR activity [97]. Additionally, IGF-1 also
restored KCC2 levels, by altering GABA potential [79]. In MeCP2 mutant mice, motor
cortex pyramidal neurons treated with IGF-1 showed normalized spine density, synaptic
amplitude and exhibited increased levels of postsynaptic density protein 95 (PSD-95), a
protein present in excitatory neurons [98]. Moreover, full-length recombinant human IGF1
(rhIGF1) restored synaptic and circuit plasticity, when administrated to a MeCP2 mutant
mice [99]. A phase 1 clinical trial (NCT01253317) using rhIGF-1 or Mescarmin showed
safety and tolerability in girls with RTT, and even promoted improvement in breathing
and behavioral abnormalities [100]. However, during phase 2 (NCT01777542), the patients
assigned for rhIGF-1 did not reveal significant improvements, when compared with the
placebo [101]. At the same time, another clinical trial using trofinetide (NNZ-2566), a
more effective analog of IGF-1 that persists longer in the bloodstream, is already in phase
3 (started in 2020, NCT04279314). A phase 2 clinical trial for trofinetide (NCT02715115)
in RTT females revealed safety, tolerability and promoted significant improvements in
several symptoms, like breathing problems, mood abnormalities/disruptive behavior,
neuromotor impairment, and frequency of seizures [102]. Moreover, the highest doses
showed efficacy and relevant improvements of the core symptoms of RTT, such as the
repetitive hand movements. Interestingly, after the cessation of the treatment, a decline in
clinical advances was observed, emphasizing the consistency of the tested drug. This trial
is currently recruiting patients for phase 3 (NCT04181723).
As a possible alternative, cyclic glycine-proline (cGP) has been observed to regulate the
activity of IGF-1, by promoting its bioavailability when IGF-1 is insufficient [103]. Evidences
demonstrated that the administration of cGP have improved synaptic expression in rats, by
normalizing the expression of synaptophysin. The hypothesis behind the improvements
could be associated with cGP mediation of IGF-1 bioavailability in the brain [104].
Moreover, a female patient with the missense mutation, R106W, showed a decreased
symptomatology after the 6 months treatment with IGF-I, melatonin and also blackcurrant
extracts, which contain cGP [105]. Interestingly, melatonin is a neurohormone that acts as a
potent antioxidant, regarding its role as a free radical scavenger [106]. Scientific evidence
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suggested increased oxidative stress in MeCP2 mutant neurons [107], potentially due to
functional and structural mitochondrial alterations [108]. Within further studies, melatonin
could be a potential candidate drug for a translational approach, due to its known function
and since it has been also been tested in patients in neurodevelopmental disorders [109].
Over the past few years, gene therapy approaches were also developed for RTT
treatment, namely through the use of adeno-associated viral (AAV) vectors, such as AAV9,
to mediate MeCP2 gene transfer or gene editing [110]. In fact, AAVs were shown to
be the best vehicles in CNS, due to its tropism and capacity to cross the blood–brain
barrier (BBB) [110]. Two major concerns regarding this potential therapeutic approach still
persist, particularly viral toxicity and heterogenous distribution of MeCP2 gene expression
throughout the brain, since local overexpression causes severe symptoms, as observed
in MeCP2 duplication syndrome [111]. Recently, another publication showed that AAV9
coupled with the use of CRISPR/Cas9 was able to target and correct FOXG1 in both RTT
hiPSCs and hiPSC-derived neurons, with an efficiency of 20–35% [112]. Very close to clinical
trials is also an AAV-mediated MeCP2 gene expression cassette [113] with endogenous
regulatory elements, already tested in pre-clinical mouse models [114]. This study revealed
improvement in RTT-like phenotype without apparent toxicity [114,115]. More specifically,
the system consists of an MeCP2 expression cassette with a modified endogenous MeCP2
promoter to limit transcription and 30 UTR with binding sites for microRNAs (miRNAs)
that are known to regulate MeCP2 expression [114–117]. This control system will allow
the safety of the transgene expression levels in brain cells. A phase 1 clinical trial is
expected to be initiated soon, with the objective of assessing the safety and tolerability of
this vector system.
A great number of preclinical studies has been relying on mouse models. However,
despite the general conservation among different mammal species, there are several characteristics that are absent in rodent models, particularly human-specific gene expression,
neurotransmission and cell layers during human cortical development. For example, rodents lack the proliferative outer radial glia cells (oRGCs) in the outer subventricular zone
(oSVZ), a hallmark of human brain evolution during development [118]. The glutamatergic,
serotoninergic, and cholinergic systems have also been observed to be different between
humans and rodents [119]. Some of the previous evidence could somehow explain the
failure in late-stage clinical trials, mainly during phases 2 and 3. Unfortunately, a good
example is a recently finished clinical trial with Sarizotan, an agonist of the serotonergic
5HT1A receptor designed to bind to neurotransmitters, such as dopamine and serotonin.
Phase 2 and 3 clinical trials (NCT02790034) did not demonstrate evidence of efficacy when
compared with the placebo group, in targeting respiratory symptoms in RTT patients, and
also failed in other secondary objectives, like effectiveness and improvements in motor
function [120]. The study was designed based on data extracted from mouse models
(MeCP2 null male and heterozygous females, one with a common nonsense mutation
(R168X), and the other with deletions in exon 3 and 4), being observed a decrease in apnea
incidence of 25–33% [121]. This example highlights the inherent difficulty in translating
clinical effects observed in animal models into humans and the need for optimization using
human brain models, such as models derived from patient-specific hiPSCs, in preclinical
stages [122]. In fact, interesting drug candidates validated in hPSCs-based RTT models
could be selected for further consideration, for example, Nefiracetam and PHA 543613 [88],
Gentamicin [70], JQ1 [83], Choline [76], Rolipram [77] or inhibitors of HDAC6 [82].
6. hPSC-Derived RTT Brain Models-Limitations and Future Directions
The number and relevance of RTT in vitro cellular models, especially the ones generated from hPSCs, has greatly increased during the last decade. From 2D to 3D platforms,
RTT has been intensively studied using hPSC-derived models with several neurobiological
questions under consideration. Overall, both model formats are appealing but they also
have several limitations that current and future methodologies are trying to overcome.
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For disease modeling, neuronal cell cultures differentiated under 2D conditions were
revealed to be more homogeneous, resembling neurons from specific brain regions. In
fact, these culture systems provide an homogeneous distribution of nutrients and smallmolecules [123]. However, the patterning process is not accompanied by the proper
formation of distinct cell layers, missing the presence of relevant types of neural progenitors, neurons or non-neural cells. Moreover, synaptic connection and network formation
across specialized neural cell types, which is the basis for proper brain function, does
not occur efficiently [124]. The development of 3D organoids overcame almost all these
disadvantages while allowing a closer mimic of the in vivo steps of human fetal neurodevelopment and maturation [89]. Nevertheless, 3D brain organoid models are not yet fully
optimized for translational applications, creating the need to develop reproducible culture conditions alongside more advanced tissue engineering strategies [125]. The proper
diffusion of oxygen, nutrients and small molecules may be compromised due to the dimensions of the organoids in culture and by the lack of vascularization, increasing the
necrosis at the core [126]. Moreover, batch-to-batch variability is intrinsic to these 3D
culture systems, creating a variable number of cortical zones. Some strategies have been
implemented to overcome these limitations. Benefiting from the knowledge of neurodevelopmental biology principles, directed differentiation processes using the appropriate
growth factors and small molecules have been able to induce the generation of regionspecific organoids, decreasing inter-organoid variability [125]. Several methodologies have
been able to generate organoids resembling, for example, the cerebral cortex [127,128],
the ventral forebrain [91,129], the cerebellum [130–132], the midbrain with functional
dopaminergic neurons [133,134] and the spinal cord [135]. Moreover, the fusion of different
regional organoids [91,136] can be used to model the kinetic processes of cell migration,
cell–cell interactions and neural circuit formation. Importantly, a bioengineering strategy that has been proved to ameliorate diffusional problems and decrease organoids
heterogeneity, rely on the use of diverse stirred bioreactor systems for brain organoid
development [90,137,138]. In such dynamic systems, 3D organoids could be maintained
in culture for prolonged culture periods, achieving important maturation milestones like
the formation of important regulatory populations, such as astrocytes, microglia, and
oligodendrocytes [137]. Moreover, recently described protocols disclosed the generation of
tube-like vascular systems in brain organoids, by co-culture with human umbilical vein
endothelial cells (HUVECs) [139], or for example, by using a 3D printing-based platform
to co-culture organoids with hiPSC-derived pericytes and endothelial cells, which were
capable of organizing into vascular networks [140].
Definitely, another important consideration when modeling RTT relies on the importance of using the proper isogenic control since this greatly increases the confidence in the
results, excluding differences generated by the genetic background of the donors. In RTT
hiPSCs, the location of the mutation in the X chromosome and the XCI process are two advantages that contribute for the straightforward generation of isogenic controls. Therefore,
the strategy of mixing both mutated and non-mutated hiPSCs for further generation of mosaic brain organoids, [88], or the use of each patient own cells, with their specific mutation
and background, makes brain organoids even closer to becoming clinically relevant in RTT.
In summary, the rapid progression in advanced tissue engineering strategies and
brain organoid systems are closer to recreate brain genetic and functional environments,
with the capability of being used as humanized models in a disease context. The realistic
complexity that has been achieved in brain organoid systems should thus be capable of
properly modeling RTT. When combined with a high throughput analysis, such as RNAsequencing, proteomics and metabolomics, and functional analysis, these technologies will
more faithfully be allowed to recapitulate and to characterize RTT developmental features.
These more complex systems are becoming closer to clinical translation by allowing drug
discovery and evaluation of patient-specific drug responses.
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